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Lydia
Mi lei de yan kuang
Wei he liu lang
Xin sui de hai yang
Shou le shang
Lian wei xiao dou pang huang
Gypsy nu lang
Wei shei er chang 

Ni hui kan jian wo
Kan jian yun
Kan jian tai yang
Jun lie de da di chong fu zhe bei shang 

Ta zou le dai bu zou ni de tian tang
Feng gan hou hui liu xia cai hong lei guang
Ta zou le ni ke yi ba meng liu xia
Zhong hui you ge di fang deng dai ai fei xiang 

Lydia
Xing fu bu zai yuan fang
Kai yi shan chuang
Xu xia yuan wang 

Ni hui gan shou ai
Gan shou hen
Gan shou yuan liang
Sheng ming zong bu hui zhi chong man bei shang 

Ta zou le dai bu zou ni de tian tang
Feng gan hou hui liu xia cai hong lei guang
Ta zou le ni ke yi ba meng liu xia
Zhong hui you ge di fang deng dai ai fei xiang

Ta zou le dai bu zou ni de tian tang
Feng gan hou hui liu xia cai hong lei guang
Ta zou le ni ke yi ba meng liu xia
Zhong hui you ge di fang deng dai ai fei xiang
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Lydia, with your vague gaze
Why do you wander with an ocean of heartbreak
You've been hurt; even your smile paces about
Gypsy girl, who do you sing for? 

You will see fog, see rain, see the sun
The cracked earth yields heartache again 

He left, but can't take away your heaven
When the storm is over it will leave a rainbow
He left, so you can leave your dreams behind
There must be a place to wait for love to take flight 

Lydia, happiness isn't far away
Open your windows, and make a wish 

You will feel love, feel hate, feel forgiveness
Life will not always be filled with heartache

He left, but can't take away your heaven
When the storm is over it will leave a rainbow
He left, so you can leave your dreams behind
There must be a place to wait for love to take flight 

He left, but can't take away your heaven
When the storm is over it will leave a rainbow
He left, so you can leave your dreams behind
There must be a place to wait for love to take flight
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